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also existed for only a short time, the Electoral Law was changed,
and the Polish representation materially reduced, though re-
maining National Democrat. In the Council of the Empire the
Polish representatives belonged mainly to the Realist Party, which
in a sense was more pro-Russian than the National Democrat
Party as its guiding principle was to make the best of things, and
not indulge in impossible dreams, even of autonomy.
DMOWSKI AND THE DUMA
Dmowski represented Warsaw in the second and third Dumas at
Petrograd. In the Duma he asserted that the Congress Kingdom
was entitled to autonomy under the rights given to it by the
Congress of Vienna; but he made this claim with moderation. He
supported the Russian Government respecting the contingents de-
manded for the army, and he and the other Polish deputies voted
for them, but in his speech he maintained that Russia required
a strong army so as to be completely independent of foreign
Powers, and this statement brought down on him the wrath of the
Russian Germanophils, who perfectly understood that he had
Germany in mind when referring to "foreign Powers." It was
then that Stolypin, Russian Prime Minister, but with German
sympathies, retaliated by reducing the number of Polish deputies
in the next Duma by nearly two-thirds. Dmowski, however,
remained a strong partisan of Russia against Germany. In his
book, Niemcy, Rosja a kwestja polska (Germany, Russia and the
Polish Question), published at Lwow (Lemberg or Leopol) in
1908, and simultaneously in Russian at Petrograd, he maintained
that if the Polish nation was menaced with the loss of its existence
in the future, the threat would not come from Russia, but from
Germany.
PILSUDSKl'S PLANS
In the meantime Pilsudski was making fresh plans in Austrian
Poland for a military organization in accordance with his views
for liberating Poland. In 1908 at his request Casimir Sosnkowski,
one of his intimates and afterwards one of his generals, founded a
secret military society called Zwiazek WaBti Czynnej (Union for

